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Abstract. Under the circumstance of the big data, because of the low efficiency and low 
performance of analysis and calculation in stand-alone mode, the traditional recommendation 
algorithm is limited greatly, recommended time and recommended precision is difficult to guarantee. 
This thesis makes a improvement on the user-based collaborative filtering algorithm. The user 
similarity calculation is based on the normalized method, which makes user rating more reasonable 
and reduces the data sparse. Meanwhile the algorithm can be run on the massive clusters, which 
improve the operation efficiency of the system and the scalability of the system significantly. Finally,  
designing the scheme of recommendation system experiments and the experimental results show 
that the accuracy of the improved algorithm is superior to the traditional collaborative filtering 
algorithm and strengthen the efficiency at the same time. 

Introduction 
Big data greatly increases data sets of the recommendation system. The traditional recommendation 
system in monolithic mainframe environment is limited by its hardware, which cause many 
problems such as long calculation time and poor scalability and so on, it become the bottleneck of its 
development[1-3]. Research focusing on the recommendation system has changed from stand-alone 
environment to server cluster [4-6]. 

In 2011, Chin Feng Lai put forward to achieve the personalized recommendation by Map Reduce 
distributed parallel computing framework and run k-mean algorithm depending on the Hadoop 
environment [7].In 2012,. Lee Gai and others realize the parallel collaborative filtering algorithm 
based on ALS on Hadoop platform, significantly improving the operation efficiency of collaborative 
filtering algorithm based on ALS[8]. At present, collaborative filtering recommendation methods are 
mainly based on matrix decomposition [9][10]. However, the current method in scalability 
performance is poor, and unable to adapt to the massive data processing. 

In this paper, the traditional user-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is 
analyzed deeply, aiming that the recommendation system accuracy is not high under the 
circumstances of the data sparseness problem,. We improved the algorithm and run on the platform 
of Hadoop Map Reduce computing framework implementation what has made the effect more 
effectively. 

User-based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithm 
The basic principle of user-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is calculating the 
similar users groups to the current user by user preference information. Namely when a user A need 
a personalized recommendation,  other users with similar interests can be found, then those items 
would be recommended to A that his similar users like but user A has never used. The key is user 
similarity calculation.  

In order to calculate user similarity, Cosine similarity calculation is often used to calculate the 
degree of similarity between two users. In addition to the modified cosine similarity and Pearson 
correlation coefficient of similarity are often used. 
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Regarding the user rating of the item as a vector of n dimensional space, cosine similarity set the 
projects with no point to 0 and cosine similarity measure method is the cosine of the Angle between 
the vector obtained by calculation. Assuming i

r
 and j

r
stand for n dimension vector of user i  and  

user j  respectively, the similarity between the users i  and j  is defined as follows:  
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In practice, the user rating scale has differences, but the cosine similarity did not take into 
account user ratings subjective preference. modified cosine similarity solves the above problem by 
subtracting the user average score for the item in order to reduce the subjectivity of the differences. 
Assuming users i  and j  collection scoring items in ,i jI  together, iI and jI  are scores set of 
users i  and j  respectively, ,i cR or ,j cR  respectively represent score of user i  or user j  on the 

item c, iR  and jR  stand for users i  and j average scores respectively, the user similarity 
between user i  and user j  is as follows:  
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Pearson correlation coefficient [11] reflects the degree of linear correlation between two variables, 
scopes (-1, 1)., formula is as follows: 
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The Pearson correlation coefficient  similarity only consider those users that give scores on the 
same item at the same time, without considering common grading numbers’ influence on the 
similarity between the users, and if there is only one common between two user ratings of items, the 
similarity can not be calculated. 

By means of similarity calculation results, the most nearest neighbors of target user could be 
made of the top N users which similarity value are very similar to the target user similarity degree. 
After that, we can obtain recommend results for the target user.  

Supposing uN  is a nearest neighbors set to target user , ,u cP is a score set of user u on the item c, 
calculating method as shown followed: 
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Through the above methods, scores could be predicted on those items which users never use, 
recommend the object could be feedback to the user in accordance with the final prediction score 
from high to low choice of N results.  

Improved UC - BC Algorithm 
the improvement of computing user similarity. The formula (1)-(4) show that the user similarity 
computing depends on the score on items given by users. In fact, different users have different 
grading standard. Although modified cosine similarity considered this problem, but it still slightly 
rough. In this paper, we introduced the subjective normalization algorithm. By using the initial 
users-item evaluation matrix A (m, n)  to calculate the normalized scores of user and to obtain a 
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new user-item evaluation matrix A’(m, n) to eliminate the error that caused by user inconsistent 
standards. The specific implementation process is shown below. 

Step1, according to the score matrix, calculate each user u average score ur , calculation method is 
as follows: 
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                                                               (5) 
In the formula, ,u ir  indicates the score given by the user u to the item i.  
Step2, set user ratings interval by calculating averages of the minimum and maximum of all user 

scores as both ends of the interval , and calculation method is as follows: 
1 , 1 , 2 ,min( , ......, )i ui j ui j ui jnb r r r=                                                   (6) 
2 , 1 , 2 ,max( , ......, )i ui j ui j ui jnb r r r=                                                  (7) 
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 In the above formula, 1ib  and 2ib are the minimum and maximum values by calculating each 

user the boundary value  , k  is average for all users interval . 
Step3, recalculate score ,u ir′  that the user u give the item I in order to  get a new user -item 

evaluation matrix ( )A m,n′  
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   In formula, u

k
r is known as the normalized coefficient. 

   By the formula (9), via the derivation transformation，average score of user u has become 

interval average k, namely: 1 2 ...u u umr r r k′ ′ ′= = = =  
Using this normalization processing on the user's score, it can unify the criteria of the evaluation, 

which can reflect the location of the item in user’s mind. And it can effectively reduce impact which 
the different user rating scale on the similarity of computing projects. 

When we calculate the user similarity by the traditional collaborative filtering algorithm, it can 
calculate on the item set that the user has scored together. If two users give the more same type of 
items, however the grade is less for the same item. They are similar to each other in theory, but 
according to the traditional similarity calculation formula, it will leads to the dissimilarity results 
between two users. Therefore, on the basis of the subjective normalization method, prediction score 
calculation method is further introduced. When we calculate the similarity between two users, we 
can increase user’s common grading evaluation scores to reduce data sparse and improve the quality 
of recommendation.  

The concrete implementation process of improved filtering recommendation algorithm is shown 
below. 

Step1, according to user-item evaluation matrix A (m, n), we are able to calculate union sets of 
item evaluation among each users ,calculation method as follows: 

i j i jI I I∪ = ∪                                                             (10) 
Among the formula: iI and jI are sets that users i  and j have evaluated scores respectively, 

i jI ∪  is a union set between the user i  and j . 
Step2 using subjective normalization algorithm to construct normalized score matrix, calculation 
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method is as follows:  
( , ) ( , )A m n A m n′→  

Step3 according item set i jI ∪ of users i  and j  and after users-item evaluation matrix 

normalized calculation ( , )A m n′  to calculate similarity, the calculation method of the improved 
formula(3) as follows. 
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Among the formula: k is the normalization factor, I represents union set that the user  i  and 
user j  have evaluated items commonly by the formula (3) 

Step4 assumes the user au  is the target user, c is for forecasting project, improve   user's 

similarity calculation formula (4) to calculate the forecast scores of user au  on item c , calculation 
method is as follows: 
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Test Results 
In order to prove the effectiveness of the improved user-based collaborative filtering 
recommendation algorithm, an experiment is needed.  Experimental data is adopted from the 
Movie Len data set provided by the online video site. The data set contains two compressed 
files ,that is ml–1m.zip and ml-10m.zip respectively. 

In order to measure the effect of the recommendation algorithm, the average absolute deviation 
MAE [12] is usually used for measuring, by calculating the deviation between the score in the 
forecast and the user's actual score to measure the accuracy of the prediction, the smaller value of 
MAE means the higher the quality of recommendation. 

ip  is one of the actual score of the recommended data set , iq is the corresponding predicted 
score , N is the number of test data set , and MAE is defined as follows: 
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                                                        (13) 
The improved method and traditional method are adopted for collaborative filtering 

recommendation experiment respectively ,the results are shown in fig. 1.  

 
               Fig1. the efficiency of different recommendation algorithm 
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Experimental results show that the MAE of improved collaborative filtering recommendation 
based on users is lower than the traditional algorithm. The sparse of 10M data sets is more than that 
of 1M. Using the improved algorithm, it still get better recommendation results. The improved 
algorithm can effectively increase accuracy of the recommendation and the efficiency of 
recommendation, reduce the impact of the sparse data.  

Conclusion 
Aiming to the problem of that efficiency is not high and the expansibility is   relatively poor based 
on big data environment, using Map Reduce distributed programming framework on Hadoop 
platform, it can improve the operation efficiency and scalability of the algorithm. At the same time, 
by introducing the subjective normalization method to eliminate the difference of subjective criteria 
and the impact of computing similarity. Further, the use of improvement item similarity prediction 
method reduce the influence of sparse data. 

Experimental result shows that the improved collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm on 
MapReduce framework can effectively improve the accuracy and efficiency of recommendation and 
increase user satisfaction.   
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